“Harold Bloom” Books

Each title contains critical essays on each novel, poet, author, etc.

- The Harlem Renaissance (Bloom’s Period Study)- 810.9 HAR
- Hispanic-American Writers- 810.9 HIS
- Major Black American Writers- 810.9 MAJ
- Native-American Writers- 810.9 NAT
- Women Writers of Children’s Literature- 810.9 WOM
- African-American Poets- 811 AFR
- Gwendolyn Brooks- 811 GWE
- Sylvia Plath- 811 SYL
- Walt Whitman- 811 WAL
- The Color Purple (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 812 ALI
- The Crucible (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 812 ART
- Tennessee Williams- 812 TEN
- The Joy Luck Club (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 813 AMY
- Bloom’s Guides The Member of the Wedding- 813 CAR
- Bloom’s Guides Snow Falling on Cedars- 813 DAV
- Edith Wharton’s The Age of Innocence- 813 EDI
- Ernest Hemingway- 813 ERN
- Bloom’s Bio Critiques Eudora Welty- 813 EUD
- Eudora Welty- 813 EUD
- F. Scott Fitzgerald Short Stories- 813 FIT
- F. Scott Fitzgerald Major Novelist0- 813 FIT
- Henry James’s The Portrait of a Lady- 813 HEN
- Herman Melville- 813 HER
- Herman Melville’s Billy Bud, Benito Cereno and Bartleby Scrivener- 813 HER
- The Catcher in the Rye (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 813 JDS
- John Irving- 813 JOH
- Catch-22 (Modern Critical interpretations)- 813 JOS
- Katherine Anne Porter- 813 KAT
- Kate Chopin’s The Awakening- 813 KAT
- Bloom’s Guides The Kite Runner- 813 KHA
- Slaughterhouse-Five (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 813 KUR
- The Handmaid’s Tale (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 813 MAR
- Bloom’s Guides The Handmaid’s Tale- 813 MAR
- Nathaniel Hawthorne- 813 NAT
- Invisible Man (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 813 RAL
- Fahrenheit 451 (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 813 RAY
- Ray Bradbury- 813 RAY
- Stephen King- 813 STE
- Bloom’s BioCritiques Toni Morrison- 813 TON
- Beloved (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 813 TON
- Sula (modern Critical Interpretations)- 813 TON
- Toni Morrison- 813 TON
• Toni Morrison- 813 TON
• Willa Cather- 813 WIL
• William Faulkner- 813 WIL
• Modern Black American Fiction Writers- 813.5 MOD
• American Fiction Between Wars (Bloom’s Period Studies)- 813.52 AME
• John Steinbeck- 813.52 JOH
• Richard Wright- 813.52 RIC
• Zora Neale Hurston- 813.52 ZOR
• Alice Walker- 813.54 ALI
• Ralph Ellison- 813.54 RAL
• Toni Morrison- 813.54 TON
• Langston Hughes- 818 LAN
• Mark Twain- 818 TWA
• Maya Angelou- 818 MAY
• Tom Wolfe- 818 TOM
• Edgar Allan Poe- 818.3 EDG
• Langston Hughes- 818.52 LAN
• James Baldwin- 818.54 JAM
• Alfred, Lord Tennyson- 821 ALF
• T.S. Eliot- 821 ELI
• Geoffrey Chaucer- 821 GEO
• John Donne- 821 JOH
• Poets of World War 1- 821 POE
• Shakespeare’s Poems and Sonnets- 821 SHA
• Bloom’s BioCritiques John Milton- 821.4 JOH
• Bloom’s BioCritiques William Blake- 821.7 WIL
• George Bernard Shaw- 822.3 GEO
• Shakespeare’s Histories- 822.3 SHA
• Shakespeare’s Romances- 822.3 SHA
• Shakespeare’s Macbeth- 822.33 WIL
• British Women Fiction Writers 1900-1960 – 823 BRI
• The Brontës- 823 BRO
• Charles Dickens- 823 CHA
• Silas Marner (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 823 GEO
• James Joyce- 823 JAM
• Jane Austen- 823 JAN
• The Lord of the Rings (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 823 JRR
• Beowulf- 829 BEO
• All Quiet on the Western Front (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 833 ERI
• Henrik Ibsen- 839.8 HEN
• The Stranger (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 843 ALB
• Dante Alighieri- 851 DAN
• Bloom’s BioCritiques Dante Alighieri- 851.1 DAN
• Night (Modern Critical Interpretations)- 940.53 ELI
“Readings on” Books (Greenhaven Press)

Each title contains critical essays on each novel, poet, author, etc.

Readings on....

- Emily Dickinson- 811 REA
- Robert Frost- 811 REA
- Walt Whitman- 811 REA
- Death of a Salesman- 812 REA
- Eugene O’Neill- 812 REA
- The Glass Menagerie- 812 REA
- Our Town- 812 REA
- Arthur Miller- 812 REA
- The Crucible- 812.5 REA
- Black Boy- 813 REA
- The Call of The Wild- 813 REA
- The Catcher in the Rye- 813 REA
- Ernest Hemingway- 813 REA
- Ethan Frome- 813 REA
- Fahrenheit 451- 813 REA
- F. Scott Fitzgerald- 813 REA
- A Farewell to Arms- 813 REA
- The Grapes of Wrath- 813 REA
- The Great Gatsby- 813 REA
- Herman Melville- 813 REA
- Huckleberry Finn- 813 REA
- John Grisham- 813 REA
- John Steinbeck- 813 REA
- Of Mice and Men- 813 REA
- Mark Twain- 813 REA
- Michael Crichton- 813 REA
- My Antonia- 813 REA
- Native Son- 813 REA
- The Old Man and The Sea- 813 REA
- The Pearl- 813 REA
- The Raisin in the Sun- 813 REA
- The Red Pony- 813 REA
- The Scarlett Letter- 813 REA
- A Separate Peace- 813 REA
- Stephen Crane- 813 REA
- Stephen King- 813 REA
- Tom Clancy- 813 REA
- To Kill a Mockingbird- 813 REA
- Tom Sawyer- 813 REA
- William Faulkner- 813 REA
- Edgar Allan Poe- 818 REA
- Maya Angelou- 818 REA
- Thornton Wilder- 818 REA
- The Canterbury Tales- 821 REA
- The Comedies- 821 REA
- Hamlet- 821 REA
- The Histories- 821 REA
- Macbeth- 821 REA
- The Merchant of Venice- 821 REA
- The Sonnets- 821 REA
- The Taming of the Shrew- 821 REA
- The Tragedies- 821 REA
- All Quiet on the Western Front- 823 REA
- Animal Farm- 823 REA
- Brave New World- 823 REA
- Charles Dickens- 823 REA
- A Christmas Carol- 823 REA
- Frankenstein- 823 REA
- Great Expectations- 823 REA
- Gulliver’s Travels- 823 REA
- Heart of Darkness- 823 REA
- Jane Austen- 823 REA
- Jane Eyre- 823 REA
- J.K. Rowling- 823 REA
- Oliver Twist- 823 REA
- Pride and Prejudice- 823 REA
- A Tale of Two Cities- 823 REA
- Wuthering Heights- 823 REA
- Lord of the Flies- 823.91 rea
- J.R.R. Tolkien- 828 REA
- Beowulf- 829 REA
- Waiting for Godot- 842 REA
- Candide- 843 REA
- Antigone- 882 REA
- Sophocles- 882 REA
- Homer- 883 REA
- Fyodor Dostoyevsky- 891.73 REA
- The Diary of a Young Girl- 940.53 REA
- Night- 940.53 REA
“Social Issues in Literature” Books (Greenhaven Press)

Each title contains critical essays on each novel, poet, author, etc.

Social Issues in Literature....

- Death and Dying in the Poetry of Emily Dickinson- 811.4 DEA
- Depression in J.D. Salinger’s The Catcher in the Rye- 813 DEP
- Depression in Sylvia Plath’s the Bell Jar- 813.54 DEP
- War in Tim O’Brien’s The Things They Carried- 813.54 WAR
- Women’s Issues in Alice Walker’s The Color Purple- 813.54 WOM
- Violence in Suzanne Collins’s The Hunger Games Trilogy- 813.6 VIO
- Wilderness Adventure in Jon Krakauer’s Into The Wild- 814.54 WIL
- Bioethics in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein- 823.7 BIO
- The Abuse of Power in George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four- 823.912 ABU